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U W S{P university of wisconsin / stevens point « stevens point, wisconsin 54481 

December 16, .1975 
sylvia Meagher 
302 West 12 Street. 
New York 
N. ¥. 10014 

Dear Sylvia: 

A brief note to accompany a copy of an article :being sent to you under separate cover, an offset from the Capital 
Times, December 1,2,3,4, 1975, generally entitled "JFK 
Assassination." . 

After being rejected by numerous journals and papers 
the Times accepted it after insisting I add the first portion 
concerning the central question. They used it to combat CBS's 
filthy presentation. 

Needless to add their editorial staff removed the 
footnote apparatus and slightly edited the paper to fit the style 
and format of. the newspaper. In so doing they omitted a word 
or two and added a few misspellings as well as typographical errors, 
all of which I trust are self-evident. 

. A reference to AAF was worked into the body of the text 
and the omitted notes contained a more detailed commentary on it. 
I have learned subsequently that it might be published early next 
year in paperback. If so I hope you will be able to send me a 
promotional flyer so that I can reproduce it to send to the many 
teachers and citizens who ask me for books to read. As of now 
many simply xerox the book and use it in that form. 

At the present time I am hoping to revise, expand, 
and make more critical my annotated bibliography. If and when 
this stage is reached.in the midst of a schedule that includes 
finishing a volume on the question of peace in W’stern Civilization {or what passes for civilization) Tt would like to ask you for 
suggestions on the approach. The counter-attack by the reactionaries 
hassstarted in earnest, but they do not appear to have the punch 
they once did. 

I would appreciate any re-prints or off-sets of book 
reviews or articles that you might have written. 

Regards 

Bravid 
David Wrone 

Department of History + (715)346-2334


